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We welcome the opportunity to make a submission to the Legislative Council's Standing

Committee on Public Administration with regard to their lnquiry into Private Property Rights.

We write this submission in the capacity of rural landowners and holders of a commercial

fishing licence in the West Coast Rock Lobster Fishery.

Over many years the Federal Government has made lnternational Agreements with little or no

reference to the State Governments that have the Constitutional reasonability for land

management:
r Kyoto and Paris Agreements on climate change

o The Ramsar Agreement protecting wetlands of lnternational importance for migratory

birds
o The Biodiversity Agreement protecting rare and endangered Flora and Fauna

Additional legislation by the States has often put financial hardship on rural landowners whose

normal business activities have been restricted, particularly on farms.

There is a clause in the Federal Constitution that ensures property can only be acquired on just

terms, however there is no similar clause in the State Constitution. This has often meant that
environmental legislation has blighted property rights but no compensation has been ovailohle
to the londowner.

The issue of private property rights has been subject to Parliamentary scrutiny for at least

twenty years.

The Report in relation to the lmpact of State Government Actions and processes on the Use

and Enjoyment of freehold and leasehold land in Western Australia (the House Report), which

was supported by members of all parties in Parliament at the time, made recommendations
which were referred to the WA Law Commission. Some thirty one recommendations
supported the Report however few have been ever adopted by Government.

Western Australian property owners should be provided the same rights of compensation as

provided in the Commonwealth Constitution for loss of property where it is taken from a

person by Government for reason of public benefit and/or a Government encumbrance and

the value of the property is diminished. lf the Government wishes to place restrictions on
people's private property then they must be adequately compensated, paid to be land

managers or relocated.

Quite plainly, this is about establishing the same rights for property owners under State
jurisdiction as exist under Commonwealth jurisdiction. The introduction of compensatory rights

will help to address many of the issues facing both landowners under reference (b) and (d) of
the lnquiry and the commercial fishing industry under reference (c) of the lnquiry.

With reference to (b) of the lnquiry we strongly believe that all encumbrances that affect any

land title be registered on the title or registered on a secondary register of title. People willing

to buy a property should be entitled to know what they can and can't do on the property

before committing to purchase.



With specific reference to (c) of the lnquiry we would like to comment as follows.

We fully support the Western Australian Fishing lndustry Council (WAFIC) and the Western

Rock Lobster Council (WRLC) in their endeavours in seeking amendments to the new Aquatic

Resource Management Act 2016 (ARMA) to protect the access rights of licence holders and

fishermen.
The recent experience of the Western Rock Lobster lndustry when the Minister for Fisheries

sought to allocate new access rights into the commercial rock lobster sector was

unprecedented and highlighted the vulnerability of the so called 'property rights' held by

current licence holders in the commercial sector.
No doubt the submissions from our peak bodies WAFIC and WRL will elaborate more on recent

events and past history of events that have occurred so we will not go into detail regarding

these issues.

Now is the time to revisit the new ARMA legislation and support amendments that will not

allow the allocation of new access rights within managed commercial fisheries and that fishing

licences be recognised in the ARMA legislation as property for the purposes of compensation.

Many changes have occurred over the years in the rock lobster industry. We have had to bear

the consequences of Government intervention more than once.

ln 1986197 the Government took tO% of our units, there was no compensation or

consideration given to licence holders for their loss. Licence holders still had bank loans to
service on units that they no longer owned, just wiped out with the strike of a pen.

ln the late 2000's recruitment fell to record low levels and a quota management system was

introduced. This caused a major restructure within the Industry and many small operators

became no longer viable. The active fleet shrunk by almost two thirds and coastal and regional

communities suffered as families were forced to relocate. Allthis happened with no

Government assistance or compensation.
As a business we suffered, the quota allocated to our licence was considerably lower than our
catch history per pot.
We were fortunate that we did not have huge debts and could survive albeit with careful

budgeting and no holidays!
The social and economic hardships on individuals and communities has been huge and many

have never recovered.

The recent proposal by the Government to issue themselves with a portion of the commercial

lobster industry has caused great uncertainty and instability within industry. The banks are

nervous to approve loans and are waiting for some real certainty as to where the lndustry is

heading given the Governments desire to allocate units outside of a managed fishery.

We believe that Fisheries Adjustment Schemes Act L987 (FASA) needs to be amended

broadening the scope for effective compensation linked to resource access changes to
underpin aquatic resource sustainability due to shifts in community requirements over time.
There needs to be a more comprehensive compensation pathway for licence holders and

fishermen through legal statute. The compensation and market options are a fundamental
requirement to ensuring industry are aligned with reallocation of access and loss of TACC for
greater community benefit. The State should align the Western Australian Constitution with
that of the Commonwealth Constitution with respect to providing the same rights of
compensation for the loss of property where it has been taken by Government for the benefit
of the community.



We thank you for the opportunity to contribute to this lnquiry into Private Property Rights.

ln today's current modern economy where growth and sustainability are critical, it is

unreasonable for the State to burden individual citizens, in any sector, with the costs of loss of

property value by a Government encumbrance or resumption in order to derive a public

benefit.

Please do not hesitate to contact us if you require clarification of any part of our submission or
have further questions.

Yours sincerely
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